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INTRODUCTION 
In his groundbreaking articles [S, 91, Malliavin introduced a technique for 
obtaining elliptic regularity results using function space calculus. In his 
formulation, the function space calculus on which his theory rests is the 
martingale calculus coming from the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on Wiener 
space (cf. [ 121 for a detailed discussion of Malliavin’s theory from this point 
of view). Although this formulation has a great deal to recommend it and is 
particularly pleasing to afficionados of the so-called “Brownian sheet,” most 
analysts (including those who are reasonably facile with the machinery of 
probability theory) are unlikely to find the technical difficulties inherent in 
this approach outweighed by the eventual rewards. 
Shigekawa [ 111 discovered that there is an alternative formulation of 
Malliavin’s theory. In Shigekawa’s formulation, no mention need be made of 
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Instead, what he relies on is a Sobolev type 
extension of the Frechet dervative with Wiener measure playing the role 
played by Lebesgue measure in the finite dimensional context. A third 
formulation of Malliavin’s theory was recently provided by Bismut [ l]. 
Bismut’s idea is to exploit the quasi-invariance of Wiener measure as it is 
manifested in a beautiful relation due to Haussmann [4]. 
The present article has two aims. In the first place, Section 1, 2, and 3 are 
devoted to yet another formulation of Malliavin’s calculus. Although the end 
results are precisely the same as those obtained in [ 121, no reference is made 
to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on which the original theory depended. 
Instead, the machinery is entirely that of elementary functional analysis and 
is devoid of any sophisticated martingale calculus. It has been my intent that 
these three sections should be readily accessible to any analyst who has had 
some acquintance with Wiener measure. 
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The second aim of this paper is to whet the reader’s appetite by providing 
him with some applications of Malliavin’s calculus. With this goal in mind, I 
have concentrated on examples for which I know of no other technique that 
works. All these examples are what might be called “partially elliptic” 
problems in that they involve operators which are elliptic in some but not all 
directions. So far as I can tell, such problems defy the more usual P.D.E. 
techniques because the regularity that one can expect occurs only in the 
“good” (i.e., the elliptic) directions and the equations are not autonomous 
unless one deals with all directions simultaneously. Thus these results involve 
projection onto the “good” directions, and it is for this reason that the 
Malliavin technique is ideally suited to handle them. Indeed, the basic 
connection between P.D.E.‘s and Wiener space involves identifying the 
marginal distributions of certain Wiener space functionals as the solutions to 
certain P.D.E.‘s. Malliavin’s calculus gives one a way of measuring the 
regularity of the Wiener space functionals; applications of Malliavin’s 
calculus to P.D.E.‘s come from projecting these regularity results in Wiener 
space down to statements about the marginal distributions. Thus, it is not 
surprising that Malliavin’s technique is well suited to problems in which 
projection must play a key role. 
Further evidence of the power that Malliavin’s technique has to handle 
new problems can be found in the article by Michel [IO] and the article [5]. 
Michel’s paper contains an application to a problem coming from filtering 
theory, whereas [ 5 ] treats a situation coming from statistical mechanics. In 
neither case is it clear that the results obtained could have been derived by 
more standard P.D.E. methodology. 
1. SYMMETRIC DIFFUSION SEMIGROUPS, GENERALITIES 
Let (E, F, m) be a separable probability space. We will say that the family 
of operators {T, : 5 > 0} on L’(m) is a symmetric Markov semigroup on 
L’(m) if 
(i) for each t > 0, T, is a non-negative self-adjoint 
contraction on L2(m) and T, 1 = 1; (l-1) 
(ii) Tz+* = T, o T,, t,o>O, and T,-+ I strongly as 
5 \ 0. 
It is a simple matter to conclude from (1.1) that for each 1 < q < co and 
r > 0, T, determines a unique non-negative contraction Tp) on L4(m). 
Moreover, if 1 < q < co, then it is easy to check that (Tj4): z > 0) is a 
strongly continuous semigroup on Lq(m). For 1 < q < co, let ACq’ denote the 
generator of { ,‘,“‘: r > 0). 
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(1.2) LEMMA. For all 1 < q < 03, A(l) is an extention of A@‘. Moreover. 
@ E Dom(AC4’) if and only if @ E Lq(m) n Dom(A”‘) and A”‘@ E Lq(m). 
Proof. The first part is an immediate consequence of the fact that Tj’) is 
an extention of Tjg’ for all r > 0 and 1 < q < co. Moreover the “only if’ half 
of the second part is obvious from A (q) c A”‘. Finally, to prove the “if” half, _
suppose that @ E Lq(m) f-l Dom(A”‘) and that A”‘@ E L4(m). Then 
as r \ 0. Q.E.D. 
We will say that the quadruple (9, T., @, m) is a symetric dlflusion 
semigroup on L’(m) with generator 9 if {T, : 7 > 0) is a symmetric Markov 
semigroup on L2(m), 9 =Af2), and @ E n,,,, o. ACq’ is an algebra with the 
properties that 
(i) graph (F IS) is dense in graph (y), 
(ii) for all @ E g and FE .Y(R’), F o @ E Dam(P) and (1.3) 
9@ = $(@, @)ipF” o @ + &@@‘F o @, 
where 
(@, Y), SE LP(@ * Y) - (Pi/Y - YJP#, @, YE G?. (1.4) 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let (it’, T., $3, m) be a symmetric difSusion semigroup. 
Then (@, @)u> 0 (U.S., m) for all @ E 52. Moreover, $ @, !P E 9, then 
I(@7 VI, G (@>ip(% ( a.s., m) and (@ + Y)y < (@)ip + (Y), (a.& m), 
where 
Finally, if CD, !P E 53, then 
P((@, Y),] = -2F[@4PY]. (1.7) 
ProoJ First note that if @ E 9, then T,(Q2) 2 (T, @)’ (a.s., m) for all 
t 2 0. To see this, let YE L*(m) be a non-negative function satisfying 
P[ y] = 1. Then for each 7 > 0, T, Y has the same properties. Hence by 
Jensen’s inequality: 
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Since this is true for all nonnegative YYE t’(m) with Em[ Y] = 1, it follows 
that T, Q2 2 (T, @)’ (a.s., m). 
We now can prove that (@, cB)~ > 0 (as., m). Indeed, given a nonnegative 
YE L*(m), note that 
Thus (@, CJ)~ > 0 (a.s., m). 
The proof that I(@, Y), 1 Q (@)y(Y), (a.s., m) is now just like the 
derivation of the usual Schwartz inequality. That is, for A > 0: 
A’(@):, f 2(@, Y), + l/A’(Y):, 
= (A@ f l/A!P,A@ f 1/nY),>o (a.s., m). 
Thus there is one m-null set N such that: 
off of N. Given a point not in N at which (@)y B (Y), = 0, it is clear that 
(@, Y), = 0. On the other hand, if at a point not in N one has 
(@)P . (Y), > 0, simply take A2 = ( Y)ip/(@)y. 
The inequality (@ t Y), < (@)P t (Y), (a.s., m) is an immediate conse- 
quence of the preceding. 
Finally, to prove (1.7) simply observe that 
E”[(@, Y),] = Em[iq@ * !P)] - Em[@4PY] - Em[ YWD], 
Em[iP(@. Y)] =Em[(@ 9 Y)Pl] = 0, 
and 
Em[4WY] =Em[YWD]. Q.E.D. 
(1.8) LEMMA. The bilinear map ( . . . )y on S? x g into L’(m) admits 
a unique extention as a graph(y)-continuous bilinear map of Dom(LZ’) X 
Dom(LP) into L’(m). Moreover, if n > 1, 0 = (@, ,..., @,) E (Dom(SP))“, 
and FE Ci(R”), then F o @ E Dom(A”‘) and 
A”‘(F 0 0) = l/2 i (ak, @&& 
k,l= I k I 
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Prooj We will have shown that the desired unique extention exists once 
11 Qn - @mljL2(mj + 
To this end, 
note that by (1.7) 
and that 
Thus 
To prove (1.9), first observe that the class of Fs for which (1.9) holds is 
closed under Cj$?‘)-convergence. Thus it suffices for us to prove (1.9) for 
F’s of the form 
N 
F(x) = c a, cos(8, . x), 
0 
where N > 1, {a,,,}: s R ‘, and (I!?,}: & R”. Since (1.9) is clearly linear in F, 
we now see that it is enough to prove (1.9) where F(x) =f(19. x) for some 
fE Ci(R”) and 8 E R”. But assuming that ffZ .4a(R’) and that @ E LY’, one 
sees that (1.9) is immediate from (1.3); and therefore, since A”’ is closed, 
(1.9) continues to hold for allfE Ci(R”) and @ E (Dom(i”))“. Q.E.D. 
Given a symmetric diffusion semigroup (Y, T., 9, m) and 2 < q < CO, set 
.Z&Y) = { @ E Dom(A’q’): (@J)~ E Lq(m)} and define 
II @II ~,,,(&q = Em[p2 + (-VW)’ + (@)y’>““. (1.10) 
Because A’@ is closed, it is clear that (i%;,,(Y), 11. jlX,,,(fl) is a Banach space 
for each q E [2, 03). (Note that .;F~,,(LY’) = Dam(Y) and that 11. )lX,2)(M is 
equivalent to the graph (LY)-norm. Thus (&,(LY), 11. IlX~2,cM) is equivalent to 
a Hilbert space.) Finally, set Z’(Y) = n r (4< ar Z&,(Y). Clearly, Z’(Y) can 
be turned into a countable normed Frechet space. As the next result shows, 
.iv(Y) is also an algebra. 
(1.11) LEMMA. Let @ = (Q1 ,..., a,,) E (.3(Y))” and FE C>(R”) (the 
space of F E C’(R”) such that D”F is slowly increasing for all (al < 2). Then 
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F o @ E X(9) and 9(F o @) is given by the right hand side of (1.9). 
Moreover, for any YE .X(9), 
(Fo~,YZ,=~(~~,~~,~D~. (1.12) 
I k 
Proof. In view of Lemma (1.2) and the fact that C>(R”) is an algebra, 
we will know that F o @ E X(y) once we show that F o @ E Dom(A”‘) and 
that A”‘(F o @) is given by the right hand side of (1.9). However, we already 
know F o @J E Dom(A”‘) and (1.9) for FE C#“), and so the desired 
conclusion follows for all FE C>(R”) after an easy limit argument. 
The proof of (1.12) follows immediately from the preceding by 
considering 6 = (@, ,..., Qn, Y), F(x, y) = F(x) y, and using the right hand 
side of (1.9) to compute JP(F” 0 6). Q.E.D. 
(1.13) LEMMA. Let @ E .W (9) be positive and suppose that 
l/Q E n 1 <q< cc L4(m)* Then l/@ E X(P), SP( l/@) = 2(@, @)P/@3 - 
y@/@*, and (l/Q, Y), = -l/@*(@, Y),for YE X’(9). 
Proof. Since G2 satisfies the hypotheses if @ does, we will know that 
I/@ ~.fl(~‘) once we show that l/GE Dom(A’r’) and that A’r’(l/@) = 
2(@, @)y/@3 - y@/G2. But this is easily shown by considering FE 0 @, 
where F,(x) = (c2 + x2)-“’ and letting E \ 0. At the same time one can see 
that (FE o @, Y),+ -l/@*(@, Y), in L’(m) and therefore that 
(-l/Q, Y), = -I/@*(@, @)fp. Q.E.D. 
(I. 14) THEOREM. Let (i/‘, T., g, m) b a symmetric dl@.&sion semigroup. 
Suppose that @ = (Q,,..., @,) E (Z’(9))” and set A = (((Gk, @J~)~))~~~,~<~. 
Then A is (a.s., m) a non-negative definite symmetric matrix. Moreover, if 
A E (3 (pii’>)“‘, then for all F E C’(R”), YE X(9), and 1 < k S n: 
(1.15) 
where A = det A and 
&y=c ((@,,A (kv’) Y), + 2(9V,)(Ak*‘) Y)) (1.16) 
I 
with Ack*” denoting the (k, I)th cofactor of the matrix A. In particular, if 
l/A E n,,,,, Lq(m), then: 
em [ (g o Q) Y] = -.E~[(F o Y)(~(Y/A))I 
for all YE .X(9). 
(1.17) 
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Proof: It is clear that A is symmetric. Moreover, for any 6’E R”, 
(e,Ae)=(C:ek~k,C:e,~,),~O ( as., m). Thus there is an m-null set N 
such that for all 9 E R”, (&A@) > 0 off of N. That is, A is m-a.s. non- 
negative definite. 
To prove (1.15), note that 
Thus, by Cramer’s rule, 
Therefore 
Observing that 
E” [ (F o @, @,)Y(A(k.n !P)] 
= E”[(F o @)(@,9’(A’k’“Y) - A’k+W@, - IP(@,A(kV’)yl))] 
= -Em[(F o @)((@t, AkV”YQip+ 2(YWr)(Ak+‘))], 
we arrive at (1.15). Q.E.D. 
(1.18) LEMMA. Let ,u be a probability measure on R” and let 1 < q < 00. 
Suppose that for each 1 <k < n there is a vk EL’(u) such that 
lRfl (aF/ax,)(x) p(dx) = -JRn F(x) vk(x) ,u(dx) for all F E CF(R”). Then ,u is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on R”. Moreover, IY 
q > n and f = dp/dx, then f E c(R”) (the space of continuous functions which 
tend to 0 at oo), there is a C, < 00 such that I] f I]” < C&C: ]I w~]]~~~~,)“, and 
11 Dkfii L4(Rn) < Iif tvq I/ diLU(p)* In particular, if q > n, then there is a 
q < 03 such that 1-4~ + k) -f(G)1 < CL(CY II vkilLq(e))n(‘-“q)(l + 
c: bkh7(p)) IhI’-‘? Ih < 1. 
Proof. For A > 0 define 
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Define the measures vk, 1 < k < n, by dv, = IJ/~&. As tempered distributions, 
Dkp = vk. Thus 
,u=G,*p+ 2 (D,G,)*v,. 
k=l 
Since G, E L’(R”) and D,G, E L’(R”), 1 <k< n, it follows that ,U is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Moreover, if 
f = dp/dx, then as a tempered distribution: D, f = ykjI 
Next suppose that q > n and set u =f 1’q. Then as a tempered distribution: 
D,v = I/qyk f ‘jq. (1.19) 
To see this, set u, = (f+ E) . 1’4 Then it is easy to check that for E > 0 
Dkv, = l/q(f+ E)“~-’ Dkf = l/qdf+ &)1/g-1 vkJ Clearly Dkv, + l/qwk f yq 
a.e. and /DkV,l< l/q 1wki.f yq. Thus, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem, Dkv, + l/qykfl’q in Lq(R”). Since U, + u in Y(R”), we have now 
proved (1.19). From (1.19), we now see that 
f “q = AG,, * (f “) + l/q 5 (DkGA) * (wkfv4) (1.20) 
for every 1 > 0. But if l/q’ = 1 - l/q, then, since q > n, an easy computation 
proves that there are A, < co and B, < co such that IjAGAjjL4,(R,,) =AqlZn/29 
and 11 Dk GA\iLY’(R”) = B 1n’2q-1’2. In particular, it follows from (1.20) that 
f E e(P) and that 
q 
~~/I:“~~“‘q(a,+B,n”2i:~~Wk~h~(y)). 
I 
for all 1 > 0. Taking 12”2 = B, Cy /( ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ we obtain 
ilf \I:‘“~ 2Aq(Bq/Aq)n19 (2 bkilL’W)i’; 
1 
and so Ilf h, G C, (2: II vkllLqdn with C, = (~q)q(%/~q)“h 
Finally (still assuming that q > n), we have Dkf= vk f and therefore that 
1/q 
liDkf II Ls(Rn) = 
(1 
1 wk(x)lqfq(x) dx 
R” ) 
< Ileft”” IIWkilL’I(p). 
Also, 
Ilf II Lq(R(“) < IIf II:- Vs. 
Thus f is an element of the Sobolev space 5Yi1)(Rn) and II f II~~,cRnj <
1) f II:- l’q( 1 + C: jI~kllL40,J. The desired Holder estimate now follow: from 
the standard Sobolev embedding theory. Q.E.D. 
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(1.21) Remark. Let everything be as in Theorem (1.14) and set 
,u = m o Pi. Assuming that l/d E nlgq<mLqW and setting 
Yk = .Fk( l/d), we have 
Em $4 [ 1 = -E”[(Fo @) yl,], I<k<n, (1.22) k 
for all F E CF(R”). Now define vk on R” by vk = (ul,m) o a-‘, (where Ykm 
is the measure on (E, F) which is absolutely continuous with respect to m 
and has Radon-Nikodym derivative Yk). Clearly vk Q ,U and if wk = dv,/dp 
then wk o @ = E”‘[ Yk 1 @-‘(A?,,)]. Hence (1.22) becomes 
I g (x) N4 = - 1 J’(x) V/k(X) P(dX> (1.23) 
11 Wkhd < 11 ykliL.‘7trr) * (1.24) 
We can therefore apply Lemma (1.18) to conclude that P admits a density 
fE C?(R”) with respect to Lebesgue measure and that f is Holder continuous 
of every order strictly less than 1. 
2. ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK SEMIGROUPS 
The purpose of this section is to develop the machinery with which we will 
construct in the next section a symmetric diffusion semigroup on Wiener 
space. 
In the next theorem we will be dealing with the following situation. 
(E”‘, X(l), m(l)) and (E (2), @*), m(*)) are two separable probability spaces, 
and (9 (l), i’!l), @‘), m”‘) and (P(‘), p2), .@), m”‘) are symmetric 
diffusion semigroups on L2(m”‘) and L2(mc2’), respectively. E = E’” x E”‘, 
,F =X(l) x Sr(‘), m = m(l) X rnc2), T, = Ti” @ Tj*), r > 0, on L2(m), and 
23 = span{ @(‘) @ CD(*): @‘) E g-(l) and @(*) E gc2)}. 
(2.1) THEOREM. {T,: z > 0} is a symmetric Markov semigroup on 
L*(m). In fact, if .P is the generator of {T, : t > 0}, then (9, T., g, m) is a 
symmetric d&ion semigroup on L2(m). Finally, if @(” E Dom(@“) 
and @(*) E Dom(P’2’), then Q(l) @ (P(*) E Dam(g), 9(@(” 0 Gt2)) = 
@cl) @ ($f(2)@(2)) + (@‘)@(“) @ @c2), and (@(l’ @ a(*), @(” @ @(2’)4p= 
(@(1))2 @ (@(*), @(2))P(2, + (@(‘), @(l))Yt,,@ (4P(2))2. In particular, @(‘) E 
X~q,(9(1))(X(~c1,)> and @(*) E 3;q,(ip’2’)(X(J@2))) implies that @(‘) 0 
@C2’ E .~;q)(LP)(x(9)). 
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Proof. The following facts are immediate consequences of the theory of 
semigroups plus the general properties of tensor products: {T, : t > 0) is a 
symmetric Markov semigroup on L*(m) and span{ (@(I’ 0 @*), @(l) 0 
(~qfP) + (@“@(“) @ CD (*): cPcl) E Dom(@“) and @(*’ E Dom(ie”‘)] 
is a dense subset of graph (9). In particular, graph (.i” I@) is dense in 
graph (Y) and (@l’ @ @ (*), @(I) @ .(2& = (@(‘))* @ (V, Qqyl*, $ 
(G(l), @(‘))y,lj 0 @(*) for @(‘) E 5?(‘) and Q(2) E 6Sc2’. Thus we will be done 
once we show that for FE .Y(R’), @(I’ E @‘), and G(2) E g’*‘: 
F o (@‘) @ !P(*)) E Dam(Y) and Y(F o @) is given by the expression in 
(1.3)(ii). 
Let q E CF(R ‘) be a function satisfying r = 1 on [-1, 1 ] and rl= 0 off of 
(-2,2). For M > 0, define ii,(x) = j$ q(</M) d{. Given a(‘) E g-(l) and 
@(*) E (2(*), set @g’ = qM o Q(l), @z’ = rM o @(*), and QM = @g’ @ @g’. 
Clearly @c’ E .R (P(l)), @$’ E X(5?(*)); and so by the preceding, for 
any polynomial P:R’-+R’:Po @,EDom(P) and 5Y(Po (PM)= 
l/2(Qp,, @,,,)IP P” 0 @,,, + (9QM) P’ 0 QM. Thus if F E Y(R I), and we 
approximate F in Ci( [--2M, 2M]) by polynomials P,, then we see that 
P, 0 QM -+ F o QM and 9(P,, 0 @,,,) + l/2(@,, @p,)ip F” o @,,, + (~/CD,,,) P’ o 
GM in L*(m) as n -+ co. Hence F o QM E Dam(9) and Y(F o @,,,) = 
l/2(@,,,, @M)4YF” o QM + (94jM) F’ o @J,+,. Finally, if @ = @(l’ @ @(*), then 
Fo@,-+Fo@, F’o@,+F’o@, and F”o@,+F”o@ boundedly as 
M /” co. At the same time, using the results of the preceding paragraph, one 
sees that P@ ,-+P@ and (QM, @J~)~+ (@, @)Y in L*(m). Thus 
Fo @,-+Fo @ in L2(m) and 9(F o QM) -+ l/2(@, @)Y F” o @J + 
(Y’@) F’ o @ in L*(m). This proves that F o @E Dom(iP) and that 
Y(F o @) is given by the desired expression. Q.E.D. 
(2.2) COROLLARY. For n > 1 let (EC”‘, X@‘, m’“‘) be a separable 
probability space and (PC”‘, T!“), GW’, m(“‘) a symmetric dSffusion 
semigroup on L*(m’“‘) Set E =np EC”), jT=nyjrfn), and 
m = n? m(“); and define *T, = 07 Trj on L*(m). Then {T, : 5 > 0) is a 
symmetric Markov semigroup on L*(m). Moreover, ifY is the generator of 
( T, : 5 > 0 } and a is the span of the functions @(I’ 0 -.a 0 QCN’, N > 1 and 
@(“’ E @(“’ for 1 <n <N, then (9, T., ~9, m) is a symmetric d@iision 
semigroup on L*(m). Finally, if N > 1 and QCn) E Dom(Y(“)), 
1 < n < N, then CD(‘) @ +. . @ GfN) E Dam(P), g(@“’ @ . . . @ atN)) = 
Gil/@(‘)@ ...@J@(~-‘) @ $/(n)@(“) @ @(“+l)@ . ..@@cN). and 
(V @ . . . @ @(NJ, CD(‘) @ . . . @ @(N& = -yy pp”‘)* @ . . . @ (@(“-‘y @ 
(W, W&., 0 (@ (n+ I)>* 0 . . . 0 (@A”))*. 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let (E,.F, m) and (i?,g, ti) be separable probability 
spaces and suppose that E:& E is a measurable measure preserving map 
with the property that the isometry A: L*(m) + L*(m) given by A@ = @ 0 Z 
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is onto. Given a symmetric diffusion semigroup (Y, T., Y, m) on L’(m), 
defne~=A~Y~AA’onA(Dom(9)), ?~=AoT,ok’,and@=AL(. 
Then (3, FT., g;, 6) is a symmetric diffusion semigroup on L’(6). 
PruojI Observe that if @ = (@r,..., Qp,) E (L’(m))” and if F: R”-+ R is a 
bounded measurable function, then A(F o @) = F 0 (A@), where A@ = 
(A @, ,..., A@,,). Hence, if ~8 = (&r ,..., @,,) CZ L*(ti), then A-‘(F o 6) = 
F o (A-‘&). From these facts it is completely elementary to verify that 
(2, F.., G, Ici) is a symmetric diffusion semigroup. Q.E.D. 
Let y(h) = (l/(271)“*) e-X2/2 dx on R’ and define 
T,@(x)= (‘~(1 -e-‘,y-xe-‘I*) @(y)dy, s> 0 and @ E C,(R’), 
where p(s, <) = (1/(27r)“*) e- sy2s Then it is easy to check that (T, : r > 0) is . 
a semigroup and that for each r > 0: 
J 
ulr,@dy= 
J 
. @T,!Pdy, @, YE C,(R’). 
Since T, is non-negativity preserving and T, 1 = 1, it follows that each T, 
has a unique extention F as a contraction on L*(y) and that the resulting 
family of extentions {T;: r > 0) forms a symmetric Markov semigroup. Let 
Py denote the generator of {c: r > 0). 
For n > 0, define 
(-1)” 
H&) = @,q1/2 
eXY*Dn(e-X2/2)e (2.4) 
Using the generating function 
“, A” 
eAxmA2/’ = 4 (n!),,2 H,(x), /lER’ and xE R’, (2.5) 
one easily derives: 
TH,, = e-“‘l*H,,, n>O and 5 > 0. (2.6) 
Since {H,: n > 0} is an orthonormal basis in L2(y), it follows from (2.6) 
that: 
and 
q@ = f e-nT’2(@, H,JLztyj H,, @ E L2(Y), (2.7) 
0 
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where 
Dom(LP’) = 
I 
@ E L*(y): f n*(@, H,JEz(~~ < co . 
i 
(2.9) 
0 
(2.10) LEMMA. C>(R’) s Dom(P’) andfir @ E C>(R’): 
LP@ = l/2(02 - XD) @. (2.11) 
ProoJ First recall that if h,(x) = H,(x) e--x”4, then fE Y(R ‘) if and 
only 1 u ULqR’) : n > 0) is rapidly decreasing. Moreover, iffE cip(R ‘), then 
Cr (f, h,JLZcR,) h, -f in Y(R ‘>. Thus ex2’4p(R ‘> = {fE L*(Y): (f, Hn)L~cyj 
is rapidly decreasing}, and for fE ex”4cio(R ‘): eme*j4 Ct df, 17~)~~~~) H, -+ 
-x’/“f in Y(R ‘). Since CF(R ‘) c exzi4Y(R ‘), we now see that for 
TE CF(R’):fE D(P) and 
l/2(0* -xD)f = 1’ $nrn c (f, 4)L~,y,WW2 - -9) 4, 
0 
To complete the proof, simply observe that if fE C>(R’), then there is a 
sequence If,};” L CF(R’) such that the pairs (f,, l/2(0* - xD)f,,) + 
(f, l/W2 - xD)f) in (L*(Y))*. Q.E.D. 
(2.12) THEOREM. Let GV be the set of real polynomials on R’. Then 
(Y”, i?, gy, y) is a symmetric d@usion semigroup on L*(y). 
Proof. Clearly all that we need to do is check that if FE Y(R’) and 
@EVY then F o @ E D(Yy) and 
(Yy@) & o @. But, by Lemma (2.10): 
S?‘(F 0 @) = l/2(@, @)@F” 0 @ + 
(@, @>y’Y = (@‘>‘, 
L/Y@ = l/2(@” - XW), 
and 
Yy(F 0 @) = l/2(@‘)* F” 0 @ + l/2(@” -x@‘) F’ o @. Q.E.D. 
(2.13) COROLLARY. Let r= f’ on (R”, JSRZ+) and Tf = (T;)“, t > 0, 
on L’(T). Then { TL: r > 0) is a symmetric Markov semigroup on L*(T). 
Moreover, if 4ar is the generator of {T,’ : t > 0) and gr denotes the algbra 
of real polynomials on RZC, then (9’, Tf, !@, r) is a symmetric dlflusion 
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semigroup on L’(I). Finally, tf N > 1, f E C>(R”), and Q(x) = f (x, ,..., x,). 
x E RZ+, then @ E .fl (Y), 
N 
p-@ = l/2 K‘ 
( 
““-xng 
“7, axf, 
(x, )...) x,42), 
n ) 
and (Q, a&r = Cy (~f/~x,)‘(x, ,..., x,,,). 
It is easy to provide a complete description of the spectrum of Yr. Indeed, 
let A = {aE.N”: ]a]=CT ]ak] < co}, where <N”= (0, l,..., II ,... }, and for 
a E A define 
ff,(x) = fi ff&k>9 XERZ’, (2.14) 
I 
where rr fL,w = nn,,,, 
H, E o(@) and 
H,,(x,) with [a] = (k E Z+: ak > 0). Clearly 
for each a EA. Moreover, if 
z(“) = span{ti,: a EA and ]a( = n}L’o), (2.15) 
then the .F’(“)‘s are mutually orthogonal subspaces of L’(I) and 
L’(I) = @rZ(“‘. Hence, if Exe,, denotes the orthogonal projection operator 
in L2(I’) onto @“), then 
Dam(@) = 
I 
@ E L’(I): f n2 IlEan, @II&~ < 00 
0 I 
and 
(2.16) THEOREM. Let U= ((u~,,))~,,~~+ be a real orthogonal matrix on 
l*(Zt >. Then (Ux), = Clsz+ uk,,x, converges (as., I) for all k E Z. 
Moreover, if U: RZf-+RZ’ is defined by (UX)~=C,~~+U~,,X, for those 
xER=+ such that 2 uk,txt converges and (Ux), = 0 otherwise, then U is 
measure preserving. Finally, tf A,: L2(I) + L’(I) is the isometry given by 
Av@=@oU, then Ao~Ao.=Ao.oAo=identityandAo~“‘=~~”’for 
alln~O.Inparticular,~roA~=A~oiprandTfoA~=AU~T~,s~0. 
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Proof. The convergence assertion is an immediate consequence of 
Kolmogorov’s three series theorem. Furthermore, since {xk: k E Zt } is a 
Gaussian family on (R’+, 3YRz+, r) and E’[(Ux),(Ux),] = &.,, it follows that 
U is measure preserving. To prove that /1,* 0 /1, = identity, suppose 
Q(x) =f(x, ,**-> xN) for some N > 1 and fE C,(R”‘), and for L > N define 
QL(x)=f(Cfi ul,x ,,..., f I uNIxI). Then @, +/iU@ in L’(r) as L / 03. 
At the same time Ct =U k I k ,c;L_I uk,lxl=xm for l<m<N<L. Thus 
A..@,=@ for all’L>N and so A,oA”~=lim,/,/i”.~,=~. Since 
the set of such Q’s is dense in L*(T), we now see that A,, o ALi= identity. 
Clearly this also implies that II, o A,, = identity. Thus, in view of the 
preceding discussion about the spectrum of Yr, the proof will be complete 
once we show that A OX(n) E X(“) for all n > 0. In particular, what we must 
check is that if n > 0 and u E RZ+ satisfies ] U( = 1, then the function 
Q(x) = H,(CF ukxk) is in Rcn). By a simple approximation argument it is 
enough for us to do this in the case when vk = 0 for all k greater than some 
L. But using the generating function (2.5), one easily derives: H,,(Ci vkxk) = 
c,,,=n w2 v”H,(x) for any v E RL with Iv] = 1. In particular, 
H,(C:: UkXk) E GP). Thus /i,H, E @~‘Rc”‘) At the same time, if 
IPI < Ial, then &Ha, H4)L2(r, = (H,, 4Hq)~2(r) = 0, since A&, E 
OLD’ z@“). We therefore see that AH, E Z(‘a’). Q.E.D. 
3. THE ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK SEMIGROUP ON WIENER SPACE 
Let 0 be the space of continuous functions 19: [0, co) + R’ satisfying 
8(O) = 0, and think of 0 as a Polish space with the metric of uniform 
convergence on compacts. Denote by 9 the Bore1 field over 0 and for each 
t > 0 let 5Yt denote the sub u-algebra 0(8(s): 0 < s & t). Finally, let w  denote 
the Wiener measure on (0,3). That is, ZY is the unique Gaussian measure 
on (0,&Y) such that E”[t9(t)] = 0 f or all t > 0 and E”[B(s) 19(t)] = s A t for 
all s, t > 0. 
Given n 2 1 and t > 0, set d,(t) = {(ti ,..., t,,) E R”: 0 < t, < -.e < t, < t) 
and A, = U,,, A,(t). Givenf,,...,f, E L*([O, co)), define 
inductively by 
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Here and throughout, @$)-integrals are taken in the sense of It& Forf’s of 
the form Cf=,.fJt,) ~~~.f,&,) with 
‘J;,JW~; c L2W a>>, 
.\ 
we define jAnc,fd”8 by linearity. Using induction and elementary properties 
of It8 integrals, one finds that 
for f and g of the form just described. In particular, (3.l)(ii) shows that for 
each t > 0 and n > 1 there is a unique isometryf+ jd,ct,fd”O from L’@,,(t)) 
into L*(?Y) such that I, o) f d”0 is given by ~d,(ljf,(t,) +..f,(t,) d”B when 
f=fi(tl) . . .f,(t,) with {&I; c L*([O, co)). Furthermore, it is easily seen that 
the properties in (3.1) continue to hold for all fE L*(d,) and g E L’(d,). 
Noting that II~A,(JdnOIJLZCwW) < IIf(ILz(d.)r we see from the martingale 
convergence theorem that lA,fd”f? E lim,,, ~A,CtJdn@ exists, where the limit 
is taken in the sense of (a.s., %Q’) on L*(?P’) convergence. Moreover, 
iA,,Jf’o ;ofwl~AnS d”o ~ef?le(a-s.J$‘)I~r ;t t > 0. 
t > 0, be the constants and 
Z(“)(t) L {i, Jd”B:fE L’(d,)}, n > 1. For fixed t > 0, the Z(“)(t), n > 0, 
are mutually” orthogonal closed linear subspaces of L*(O, $, %Q’). Also, for 
fixed n > 0, the Zen)(t), t > 0, are non-decreasing subspaces of L2(5V) and 
z(n) E (J t>. Zyty’” coincides with 
Z(“)‘s are mutually orthogonal in L*(%). 
(jd,fdnfl:fE L’(d,)}. Clearly the 
(3.2) LEMMA (Wiener). For each t > 0, L’(O, Si, %I = 0,” Z’“‘(t). In 
particular, L’(T) = 0,” Z@). 
Proof: Let f: (0, co) + R’ be bounded and measurable. Then for A E 6, 
XA(t) = [A i’f’s) d&s) - 172 
0 
j’s”4 
0 
ds] 
= 1 + 2 /l” j+ fP6, t > 0, 
1 0 
(3.3) 
where f (n’ - f(t,) -..f(t,,) and the convergence of the series on the right is in 
L* uniformly for t in compacts. The proof of (3.3) goes as follows. By Ito’s 
formula: 
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and 
Xn(f) = 1 t 1 tf(s)x,(s) de(s), I t > 0. (3.4) 0 
Since (3.4) admits only one solution, (3.3) is now proved. 
Now suppose that @ E L*(O, gt, ?V) and that @ J-0,” Zen)(t). Then by 
(3.3): 
for all bounded measurable f: [0, co) + R ‘. But this means that 
( ( 
@Y exp ii aj(e(tj) - e(tj- 1)) 
)) 
=o 
1 LT‘W 
for all n > 1, 0 < to < .a. < t, <t, and ai ,..., a,, E R’. Hence @E 0. QED. 
We now define the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup on Wiener space. 
Namely, let EZ,“, denote orthogonal projection in L2(2F) onto Zfn) and set 
B(L?) = 
I 
@ E L2(%q: 2 n2 IIE,,,,@&q < al ) 
I 
(3.5) 
0 
and 
ipv@ = - f n/2E,,,, @, @ E D(LP). 
0 
Clearly P@ is the generator of the L’(F%‘)-semigroup 
(3.6) 
r@ = f e-“‘i2E,,,@, t>O and @EL2(?V”), (3.7) 
0 
and obviously the Trms are the self-adjoint contractions. It is less obvious 
that LPV is the generator of a symmetric diffusion semigroup. 
(3.8) LEMMA. Let X = {f,}? b e a real orthonormal basis in L2( [0, co)) 
and define a map F: 0 + R ‘+ so that (R(e)), = lrfk(s) de(s), k E Zt. 
Then ,F is measure preserving from (@,A%‘, ?@‘J into (Rz’, 9, r). Moreover, 
the isometry A,: L2(n --t L2(?%‘“) g iven by A,Y = Y 0 ST is onto. Finally, if 
.Y = ( g, 1;” is a second such basis, then AJG@~)) = A &@“‘)jix all n > 0. 
Proof: To see that F is measure preserving simply note that 
{j-?f, de: k > 11 is a mean 0 Gaussian family on (0,9, YP’) and that 
Ewlkt, dK!-Ffr de1 = h,. 
We next prove the final assertion of the lemma. Define 
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u= (((.A, gr>)h.r,z+. By Theorem (2.16), A,,:L’(T) -L’(T) is a unitary 
map and A&@“)) = R’(“), n 2 0. Hence, since .4 +-= II c 0 /iL’, it is clear 
that A JSP’(n)) = A &P(‘)), n > 0. 
Finally, to see that A&.‘(r)) = ,5*(-P), note first that, by the preceding, 
/i&‘(T)) is independent of the choice of basis .ir. In particular, if 
O<t,ct,<-** < tn and .7 is chosen so that f, = (t, - t,_,)-V2~,r,_,,rd, 
1 < m < n, then for any FE CJR”): 
F(B(t,) - W,),..., e(t,) - W,-,)) = A,F, 
where p(x) = F((t, - t,,)V2xI ,..., (t, - t,- 1)1’2 x,). Q.E.D. 
(3.9) THEOREM. Let ‘9-7 (&I;” be a real orthonormaI basis in 
L2( [0, 00)) and define A,: L*(F) -+ L2(m accordingly (as in Lemma (3.8)). 
Then r = A, 0 Tf o A?‘, t > 0, and paw= A, o 9’ 0 A>‘, where Tr’and 
ipa” are given by (3.7) and (3.6), respectively. In particular, 
(2@, i’?, A,,@, m is a symmetric d@usion semigroup on L2(%q. Finally, 
if t > 0, @ is a Sr-measurable element of Lz(ZQ‘), and !P is a 
5%” = o(t?(s) - B(t): s > t)-measurable element of L2(W, then 
@ . !P E L*(ZQ’), r@ is .2,-measurable, TY is .9’-measurable, and 
Try(@) . Y) = (Tr@) . (TrWY). In particular, if @, YE Dom(yw), @ is 9,- 
measurable and Y is .&-measurable, then @ . YE Dam(@) and 
LPp”(@. Y) = w/Y + YLF-@. 
Proof We first check that T, = A, 0 Tf 0 A>’ is independent of the 
choice of basis 5 To this end, let E, denote orthogonal projection in 
L2(SV’) onto A,F(#“‘). By Lemma (3.8), E, does not depend on ;7; and by 
the spectral properties of T,‘, A,,0 T,‘o A>’ = c? e-““‘E,,. Thus T, is 
indeed defined independent of the choice of .K 
We next prove the final assertion of the theorem with T, replacing T,“. 
Given t > 0, choose .Y so that supp(f,,+,) E [0, t] and suppV;,) E [t, 00) 
for all n > 1 and; define R+ and A+ to be, respectively, the subspaces of 
L’(T) consisting of F E L2(F) such that F(x) = F(x, , xj ,..., xZn+ , ,...) and 
F(x) = F(x,, x., ,..., x 2n ,... ). Then, by Lemma (3.2), A”(2’) = L’(O, B,, ‘2V’) 
and A&Z-) = L’(O, A?“, 79’). Moreover, it is easy to see from the 
construction of TF that dZP+ and &“- are invariant under T,’ and that 
T,‘( Y+ . Yy-) = (Tc Y’) . (Tf Y-) for Y* EZ*. Hence the desired 
properties of T, can now be read off from the representation 
T, = A,, 0 Tf 0 A.g’. 
To complete the proof we must still identify the generator i” of 
{T, : r > 0} as Pp”; and, in view of the equality L*(Z@‘) = 0,” P?, this iden- 
tification will have been made once we show that Ztn) ~Dom(9) and 
P@ = - (n/2) @, @ E Z (“), for all n > 0. Clearly there is nothing to do 
when n = 0. In order to handle n > 1, we first show that 
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Y(e(t + h) - 13(t)) = -1/2(0(t + h) - 19(t)) for any t > 0 and h > 0. To this 
end, choose Y so that fi = K”*x,~ I+hJ. Then 9(&t + h) - 0(t)) = 
h%qJ~fi de) = h*/*~gy~~r~~) = -1/2h”%~(~,) = -i/2(e(t + h) - e(t)). 
We now proceed by induction on n. That is, assume that Z(“) c Dom(LP) 
and Y’@ = -n/2@, @ E Zen). Given g, ,..., g,+i E C,([O, co)), set @(t) = 
jd,(l) g, ... g,&“B. By induction hypothesis, @(t) E Dam(9) and 
Y@(t) = -(n/2) @(t) for all t > 0. Moreover, by the preceding paragraph, 
w  g, + ,ww + h) - e(t)) E DomW and p(w) g, + I(w(t + W - 
e(m) = ~wm,, ,(ue(t + h) - e(m) + w  g,, d4 gw + w  - e(t)) 
for all t > 0 and h > 0. Combining this with the observation just made, 
we now see that P(@(t)g,+ ,(t)(e(t + h) - B(t))) = -((n + 1)/2) 
Q(t) g, + ,(t)(e(t + h) - O(t)). Hence for any N > 1: 
QN=z @(k/N)g,+,(k/N) (e(F) -e(G)) ~Dom(9) 
1 
and JP@, = -((n + 1)/2) QN. Since @,,,, + jd,+, g, . . . gn+ ,d”+‘B in L*(?Y’) as 
N -+ 00, we conclude that sd,+, g, . . . g,,, I d”+ ‘0 E Dam(9) and that 
N*,+,& *.* g,+1 #+‘0) = -((n + 1)/2) (A,+,g, . . . g,+,d”+%. From here it 
an matter to check that Zcnt ‘) c Dom(9’) and that 
3@ = -(YZ 1)/2) @, @ E z’“+ l). Q.E.D. 
(3.10) Remark. It may not be entirely obvious why the preceding 
semigroup should be called the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup on Wiener 
space. Indeed, given a Gaussian measure p on Rd with mean 0 and 
covariance A, the associated Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator is 
Thus the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on Wiener space should be 
l/2 
a2 
’ * t se(s) se(t) ds dt - I 
a 
B(s)-ds 
w4 
. (3.11) 
It turns out that the operator Yw is in fact an extension of (3.11). Details of 
this appraoch to 9” can be found in Shigekawa [ 111. In order to see the 
relation between LPw and the operator in (3.1 l), we will content ourselves 
with the following example. Let 0 < t, < . . . < t, and fE C>(R”) be given 
and set @ =f(O(t,),..., e(t,)). Then @ E Dom(4PV) and 
pw= l/2 ,f (e(ti>, e(r,))fl& w,)9...9 w,)) 
i,j= 1 1 J 
t  i: ~w(“Yie(ti>) E m,),..., ew. 
i=l I 
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Since 13(tJ E Z , (‘) P@&J(t.) = -1/28(t,). At the same time, if ti < fj, then 
@(4>, Wj>Lw = (@(ti): e(tJ)gw + (e(Q e(tj, - Wi))ipw and, since 
.iPw((O(ti)(e(tj) - B(ti))) = f9(ti) L2@+(e(tj) - e(l,)) + (e(tj) - 6(ti)) pw(e(t,)), 
CeCci>, e(tj> - e(ti>>c pi= 0. Finally, f?(t)’ = 2 [k 8(s)(dB(s) + t; and, because 
jb 0(s) de(s) E Z’*’ while t E Z(O), we’ find that ~/~(19(t)‘) = 
-2 j”h e(s) &9(s) = -B(t)2 + t. Hence since e(t) YV(O(t)) = -1/28(Q2: 
(ew, e(t)),,= t. (3.12) 
Combining these observations, we now see that 
Pqj-(~(t,) ,..., e(t,))) = 1/2 i li A t. 
i,j=l 
J & tw,h...~ w,)) 
1 J 
which is of course the expression which we would expect on the basis of 
(3.11). 
(3.13) Remark. There is a natural “Poincare inequality” inherent in this 
calculus. Namely, given @ E Dom(YY), observe that 
-JF[ @LP%] = 1/2 f nE”[ (E,(p)*] > 1/2E7 (@ - EW[ Qq)“]. 
0 
Thus 
m@ - ~~[@l)2l <Jq@)&j, Q E o(Pj. (3.14) 
There is no problem extending these considerations to multi-dimensional 
Wiener spaces. That is, for d > 1, let Od = (0 E C([O, co), Rd): e(O) = 0} and 
define ,Bd, 9j’, and (sd)’ accordingly, as in the case d = 1. Since Od can be 
thought of as the d-fold product of 0 with itself, Theorem (2.1) tells us how 
to introduce a symmetric diffusion semigroup on L2(Od, .%‘d, wd) by taking 
tensor products. The properties of the multidimensional operations can be 
read off from those of their one dimensional analogues with the aid of 
Theorem (2.1). 
(3.15) Warning. From now on we will drop the superscripts which we 
have been using to identify the semigroup being discussed. The reason for 
our deleting them is that the only semigroups with which we will be dealing 
is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup on Wiener space and its higher dimen- 
sional analogues. For simplicity, we will refer to the calculus determined by 
these operations as the Malliavin Calculus. Also, unless there is danger of 
ambiguity, we will not make explicit mention each time of the dimension of 
the Wiener space in which we are working. 
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4. THE MALLIAVIN CALCULUS AND STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
We continue with the notation introduced at the end of the preceding 
section. 
Given a Bt-measurable a E (Dom(Y))d and h > 0, we have, from 
Theorem (3.9), that a . d,B(t) E Dam(Y) and that Y’(cz . d,,/3(t)) = 
(iPa - 1/2a) + A,, e(t), where A,, 0(t) = e(t + h) - e(t). Hence if 
a: [0, co) x 0 + Rd is a progressively measurable function which is simple 
(i.e., a(f) = a([Nf]/N), t > 0, for some N > 1) then for all T > 0: 
ii a(t) . d8(t) E Dam(P) and 
9 
(1 
T a(t) . de(t)) = 1’ (Pa(t) - 1/2a(t)) . de(t). (4.1) 
0 0 
In order to get beyond simple integrands, we need the following rather 
technical approximation result. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let a: [0, T] x 0 -+ R’ be a progressively measurable 
function such that a(t) E J’&(P) (a(f) E.X&,(4P)) for all t E [0, T]. Then 
f--t II aWll~~2,~~~ (f --t II aWllxc4,d is a measurable function oft E [0, T]. Next, 
assume that (0’ I] a(t)]]$Cz,Cipj dt < 03 (J”,’ ]I a(t)ll>c4,trP) dt < ao). Then there is a 
progressively measurable j3: [0, T] x 0 -+ R’ (and a progressively measurable 
y:[O, T] x 0 --t R’) such that for a.e. t E [0, T] P(t) = -Pa(t) (a.s., m (and 
for a.e. t E [0, T] r(t) = (a(t), a(t))). Moreover, there exist simple 
progressively measurable functions a,, : [0, T] X 0 -+ R’ such that a,,(t) E 
.ir,i,We>, t E [O, Tl (a,(0 E 44,W>, t E LO9 Tl) and I,’ (II a,(t) - 
aWlI Zzgm + II~a,W - P(OllLtmw?) dt + 0 (I,’ (lb&> - a(Oll&m + II~a&) - 
P(tIl tafrn + II( - W’*ll~~~~W)) dt+ 0). 
Proof. It is clear that j]a(t)]],eB,, is measurable with respect to 
2 E [0, T]. We now show that if (~Ila(t)ll,Cl,CM dt < co then there is a 
progressively measurable /I: [0, T] x 0 + R’ such that /I(t) = Pa(t) (a.s., 7@“) 
for a.e. t E [0, T]. To this end, set a(t) = 0 for I > T and choose simple 
progressively measurable functions a,(+) so that j? II a,(t) - a(t)]]iq, 
dt + 0. For r > 0, set p,(r, t) = T,a(t). Then: j”r ([p.(r, t) - T,a(t)]]zq, 
dt + 0 as n -+ co for each r > 0. Hence we can find for each t > 0 a subse- 
quence {n,) such that pn,(r, .) -+ T,a( - ) (a.e., Leb X w). We now define 
j?(t, .) = lim, - /In,(r, .) for each r > 0. It is then clear that if /-I,,, E j?( l/N), 
N > 0, there is a Lebesgue null set A in [0, co) such that /I,,,(t) = TvNa(t) 
(a.s., ZV) for t @ A and N > 1. In particular, 
580/44/2-t? 
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and 
for all t G A. Hence l? IIN(/3,(t) - a(t)) - li’ar(t)lliq, dt -+ 0 as N /’ co, 
and therefore we can find a subsequence N, such that N&3,_(.) -a(.)) - 
L/a(.) + 0 (a.e., 
-;- 
Leb X “zi”). Clearly /3(m) = hm,,+, N,J/3N,(.) - a(.)) has 
the desired properties. 
Continuing with the same hypotheses, we next want to construct simple 
approximants a,(.) so that a,(t) E Dam(P), n > 1 and t > 0, so that 
J??/~(t) - ~,OII~,~M + II/W> - ~an(%m> dt -, 0 as n --t ~0. To this en4 
and 
acN)(t) = jam pN(t - s) a(s) ds 
D’N’t4 = jom P,& - s) P(s) ds, 
where p E C,“((O, co)) satisfies j p(t) dt = 1 and &I) = Np(Nf). Then it is 
easy to check that 
F+y jam (II a’“‘([ntlln) - a(N)(t)l($cM + I[/?““‘( [nt]/n) - P’“‘(t)ll~l~m) dt = 0 
for each N > 1 and that 
Thus we will be done once we check that acN)(f) E Dam(P), t 2 0, and that 
Pa’N’(t) = flN’(t), t > 0, for each N > 1. But if @ E L*(Z@‘), then: 
E”[ l/s(.T,@, * a@)) - PN * a(t))@1 
= (1/7) @?pN * a(t)(Tz @ - @)I 
= 
I 
m pN(f - s) I?[ (T, a(s) - a(s))/r@] ds 
0 
+ 
1 
O” pN(f - s) Ew[/3(s) @] ds = E”[p’N’(t) @I< 
0 
Since the weak and strong domains of P coincide, this proves the required 
property. 
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Finally, to complete the proof, note that if si ]]a(f)]&,,,cip, dt < co, then, 
by the preceding, Pa(.) and LPa’(.) admit progressively measurable 
versions. Hence p(.) and y(.) exist. Once this has been established, the 
existence of simple approximants with the desired properties is proved with 
precisely the same technique as we just used above. Q.E.D. 
(4.3) Warning. Given a progressively measurable a: [0, co) x 0 -+ R ’ 
satisfying I,’ II 4011&4.(4,(rp) df < co, we will use .Pa(t) and (a(t), a(t)), 
t E [0, T], to denote the progressively measurable versions P(t) and y(t) just 
discussed. Clearly this mild abuse of notation causes no problems if 
t -+ Pa(t) and t + (a(t), a(t)) are continuous or if Pa(.) and (a(+), a(.)) are 
integrands in dt or d&t) integrals. 
Before proceeding, we introduce a little more notation. Given 
@ E (3(;;,,(Y))“, define 
111@lllcp, =Ew .i, cc + WW’ + (m”)2))Z’] 1’p. (4.4) 
Note that since I(@,, @,>I < (@,>(@,J ll(@m, @JIL.w~~ < lll@lll~~. Next, 
given T > 0 and a measurable @: [0, T] X 0 + RN such that t + @(t) is (a.s., 
T))-continuous and Q(t) E (Z&,(9’))“, f E [0, T], define 
Finally, if @ E (Dom(LP))N, define ((@, @)) = (((QPk, @l)))l<k,l<N. 
(4.6) THEOREM. Let a: [0, 00) x 0 +Rd and /?: [0, a~) x O+ R’ be 
progressively measurable functions such that a(t) E (q.,,(P))d and 
P(f) E.X,P’) f-r all t > 0. Assume that S,‘(lll a(t)lll;‘4, + IIIP(9111~4,) dt < ~0 fir 
all T > 0 and set r(T) = lOTa( de(t) + lip(t) dt, T> 0. Then 
c(T) E Sty) for all T > 0, F(@T)) is given by 
9(<(r)) = 1’ W(W) - Va(t)) . W) + jT W(t)> 4 T>0, 
0 0 
(4.7) 
there is for each p E [4, 00) a non-decreasing Cp : [0, 03) + [0, 00) such that 
Ill ~(~Nl” (p),r Q CPU9 1’ (III~Wlll”@, + IIIPO>lll$d & (4.8) 
0 
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+ 1 T P(W), P(t)> + I 4’ + MN2) dc T> 0, (4.9) 0 
where (t’(O, a(O)= ((tQ>, al(f)),..., (409ad(f))) and (a(O)= (cI’(a&>)*)“‘. 
Proof: First assume that a(.) and /?(.) are simple. Then, by (4.1), it is 
easy to see that r(7) E Dam(Y), T > 0, and that 9(&T)) is given by (4.7). 
Moreover, using Burkholder’s inequality, we derive from (4.7) 
+ Tp-’ ’ IIP(Oll”Lqm dt , I 1 0 
for p E 12, co). Using (4.10) with p = 2 and applying Lemma (4.2), we see 
that if a: [0, co) X 0 + Rd and /II: [O, co) X 0 + R’ are progressively 
measurable functions satisfying a(t) E (Dam(p))” and P(t) E Dom(iP), 
f 2 0, with .f,’ (11140111~2, + lllP(~)lll~2,) dt < 00, T > 0, then 6V’I E DomW’h 
T> 0, io(T(T)) is given by (4.7), and (4.10) holds. 
We next assume that a(-) and ,f3(.) are simple functions satisfying our 
hypotheses. From Theorem (3.9), it is easy to see that 
sup,<,<, III~wlllw < co for all T > 0. Hence: 
1^ oT (Ill W aWllI~2, + Ill W P(Nf2, + Ill I 4412111:2,) df < ~0 
for all T > 0. Since 
t*(T) = 2 Jr t(t) a(f) . d&O + 1’ (X(t) PO> + 1412) & 
0 0 
T> 0, 
we can now apply the result proved in the preceding paragraph to conclude 
that r*(T) E Dam(Y), T > 0, and that 
W*(T)) = IT WW) a(t)) - t(t) a(t)) - d@(t) 
0 
+ I aT WY@) P(9) + p(I 4Ol’)) dt. 0 
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At the same time 
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+ a(t) - (P(a(t)) - 1/2a(t))) dt. 
Combining these, we see that (r(T), r(T)) is given by (4.9). Moreover, (4.8) 
is a consequence of (4.10), (4.9), Burkholder’s inequality, and 1(&t), a(t))1 < 
W)>’ + WV. 
Finally, the restriction to simple a(-) and p(.) can now be removed by an 
application of Lemma (4.2) in conjunction with (4.8). Q.E.D. 
We now want to apply these results to solutions of stochastic integral 
equations. Our next theorem deals with a somewhat more general situation 
than we need immediately but its full generality will be useful later on. 
(4.11) THEOREM. Let u: [0, 03) x RM X RN -+ RN 0 Rd and b: [0, a~) X 
RM x RN + RN be measurable functions which are twice continuously 
differentiable with respect to (n, y) ERM X RN for each t E [0, 00). Assume 
in addition that for a E ((0, 1, 2})M and 0 E ((0, 1, 2})N satisfying 
Ial + IpI < 2 there exist C(a, p) < 00 and y(a,/?), k(a,/?) E [0, 03) such 
that y(a, P) = n(a, 8) = 0 when IPI = 1 and Il~~~~o(t, n, y)llH.s. V 
I D;D; b(t, V, y)l < C(a, P)( 1 + 1 rl IY(a,4) + I Y I’(n9 for (6 rl, Y) E 10, 00 > X 
RM X RN. Finally, let n: 10, c~) x 0 + RN be a progressively measurable 
function satisfying n(t) E (Z’(Y))“, t > 0, and JOr 111 n(t)lll$,, dt < OC), T > 0 
and p E [4, co). Then for each y E RN, there is an (a.s., S%@‘“) unique 
progressively measurable y: [0, a~) X 0 + RN satisfying: 
Y(T)=Y+ jr o(t, r(t), y(t)> de(t) + jr W, o(t), y(t)> & 
0 0 
T> 0. (4.12) 
Moreover: y(T) E (TIN for all T> 0; T-+ (y(T), ((y(T), y(T))), pp(y(T))) 
is (a.s., 7@‘) continuous; and 111 y(-)III@,,, < 00, T > 0 and p E [4, a~). 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of It6’s method that (4.12) admits 
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only one solution y(+) and that E”‘[s~p,~,~, 1 y(t) -y”‘(t)i”] -+ 0 as v -+ co 
for all T > 0 and p E [ 1, co), where y(O)(.) s y and 
y’“‘(T) = y + j’ a@, v(t), y’“- “(t))dW) 
0 
+ 
1 
T b(t, q(t), y’“- l’(t)) dt, T>O, 
0 
for v> 1. By Theorem (4.6) and induction, it is clear that 
Y’“‘(T) E V’WY’ and III Y’“‘(N~,,,~ < co for all v > 0, T > 0, and 
p E [4, co). Thus, if we prove that sup” ])I JJ’“‘(.)]]]~,,,~ < co for all T> 0 and 
P E [4, a), then we will know that y(T) E (X’(LF))N and 
sup,<,<, Ill NIlI@, < co for all T> 0 and p E [4, co). In particular, after 
another application of Theorem (4.6), it will follow from (4.12) that 
T+ (y(T), ((y(T), y(T))), Ip(y(T))) is continuous (a.s., m and that 
IllYc)lllcjw ( 00 for all T > 0 and p E [4, co). It therefore suffices for us to 
prove that sup, Ill Y’“‘(~III~~.~ < co for all T>O andpE [4, co). 
We already know that sup, IIs~p~<~(~y(“)(t)ll~~(~ < co for all T> 0 and 
p E [ 1, co). To prove that sup,]Js~p,~,~, (y’“‘(t))]],2(~ < co for all T>O 
and p E [4, co), we use (4.9) to derive the existence for each p E [2, m) of a 
non-decreasing C, : [0, co) -+ [0, co) such that: 
+ i IW, rlw, Y”(W II& 
j=l 
+ II Trace ao*(f, v(~>,~‘“‘(O)llL~~ 
1 
dt. 
Since sup, II supoGrGr IY’“‘WIII~~~~ < 00 for all T> 0, it is clear that the 
third term in the integrand can be bounded independent of v. To handle the 
other two terms, let F: [0, co) X R”’ X RN + R’ be a function satisfying the 
hypotheses placed on u(.) and 6(.). Then (F(f, q(t), y”(t)))’ is a finite linear 
combination of terms of the following three types: 
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and 
(III) z’“‘(t) = g 5 (t, v(t), J+“‘@))( y!“‘(t), &i(t)). 
I I’ 
It is easy to see from our preceding considerations that 
sup,~~II~“)(~)l(f~~ dt < 03, T>O and pE [2, co). Also, since 
Kv~W~Y~W)I G GL&)XY,W: I ~“‘(~)I G p”‘(O + (YXW where 
S”P” 1; II ~“‘(Ol~,, dt < 00, 
C(~j”‘W(~jf’(t)). I-I 
T> 0 and p E [2, co). Finally, I Z”(t)1 < 
ence, for each p E [2, co) there exist nondecreasing 
A,: [0, co) -+ [0, co) and B,: (0, co) such that: 
II owT (y’“+“(4)*ll 
\ 
Lzw, <A,(T) + B,(T) f- lI(~‘“‘(0)’ llpLp(m dt. 
0 
Using Gromwall’s inequality, we conclude from this that 
s;p II o g<p7 (y’“‘(O)* II&p, < A,(T) $p’T)T, T>O and pE [2, co). 
\ 
To complete the theorem we must still show that 
sup II supo<t<r I~(Y’“V))lll Lp’W < co for all T>O andpE [4, co). ” 
But, starting from (4.7), we see that for each p E [4, co) there is a 
nondecreasing C,: [0, co)+ [0, co) such that 
II o$l& IwY’“+“(0)lIIL,, Q C,(T) 
( 
1 + J= (11 y’“‘(t)llP,,,, 
0 
+ Il(Y’“‘(t>)‘II&q + Il%~‘“‘(f))ll”Lp~~) dt . 
1 
In view of the preceding considerations, it follows from this that 
II og$T l~(Y’““)(~~)lll kw, G A,(T) + 4,(T) JOT II ~(Y’“‘(~))ll&iv, & 
where A, : [0, co) + [0, co) and B, : [0, co) -+ [0, co) are non-decreasing. 
Hence the desired estimate follows by another application of Gromwall’s 
inequality. Q.E.D. 
(4.13) COROLLARY. Let u: [0, 00) x RN + RN 0 Rd and b: [0, co) x 
RN + RN be measurable functions which are three times continuously d$Seren- 
tiable with respect to x E RN for each t E [0, 00). Assume that 
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suplao supxERAj I&!o$(t, x)1 V lo,“d(t, x)1 < co for 1 < Ial < 3. Then for each 
x E RN there is a unique progressively measurable solution x(-) = x(., x) to 
x(7+)=x+ j T a@, x(t)) de(t) + .I”b(t, x(t)) dt, T> 0. (4.14) 
0 0 
Furthermore, x(T) E (.X(Y))” f or all T>O, T-+(x(T),A(T),LY(x(T))) is 
continuous (as., %Q’), where A(T) = ((x(T), x(T))), and Illx(S)ltl,l,T < 03 for 
all T > 0 and p E [4, a). Finally, if 
and 
a(t, x) = oo*(t, x), 
then A(-) is the unique progressively measurabte solution to: 
A(T) = 2 1’ Is& 4th A(t)/ d~,(O 
k=l 0 
’ + 
i( 
{B(t, x(t)), A(t)} + + s,(t, x(t)> A(t) s,(t, X(t))* 
0 ke1 
+ 46 x(t)) dt, T> 0, (4.15) 
where (M,, M2} = M,Mc + M,MT for M,, M, E RN @ RN. In particular, 
A(T) E (;Y(ip))“‘, T > 0, T-, (A(T), ((A(T), A(T))),g(A(T))) is continuous 
(a.~.~ V and ll14~)lll~,3.~ < oo for all T>O andpE [4, a3). 
Proof: In view of Theorem (4.1 l), we know that x(.) is unique, 
x(7’) E (Z(P))” for T > 0, T-1 (x(7’), A(T), L/(x(T))) is continuous, and 
Ill-4III~,,,T < co for all T> 0 and p E [4, co). Furthermore, that A(.) 
satisfies (4.15) can be easily seen from (4.9). To complete the proof, take 
q( -) = x(.) and y( . ) = A(.) in Theorem (4.11). Then, by Theorem (4.1 l), 
y(e) is uniquely determined by (4. IS), y(T) E (X’(LP))“’ for T> 0, 
T+ (y(T), ((y(T), y(T))), -Q?y(T))) is (a.s., V continuous, and 
III Y(N~,,,T <coforallT>OandpE[4,co). Q.E.D. 
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5. PRELIMINARY APPLICATIONS;THE FORWARD VARIABLES 
Throughout this section we will be working with the following situation: 
(O,A?,Z) is d-dimensional Wiener space and L? and (e, .) are the 
associated Malliavin operations; a: [O,co)xRN+RN@Rd and 
b: [0, co) x RN+ RN are bounded measurable functions such that a(& a) and 
b(t, .) are three times continuously differentiable for each t E [0, co) and 
SUPf>O II& ‘)llc&N ” II W, .>IIc~c,w < 00; x(.) =x(t, x) is the unique 
progressively measurable solution to 
x(7)=x+ jr u(t, x(t)> de(t) + j ’ b(t, x(t)> dt, T> 0. (5.1) 
0 0 
By Corollary (4.13), x( 7) E (X(ip))” for T > 0; T + (x(T), ((x(T), x(T))), 
L/(X(T))) is continuous (a.s., ZV); and if A(T) = A(T, x) = 
((x(T, x), x(T, x))), then A(T) E (-U~))NZ and T+ (A(T), ((A(T),A(T))), 
i//@(T))) is continuous (a.s., SV’“). Moreover, since we have assumed that 
a(.) and b(a) are bounded, it is easy to see from the proof of Theorem (4.11) 
that for each p E [4, co) there is a non-decreasing C,, : [0, 03) + [0, co) such 
that 
;yN lllx(., 4 -~lll~~j,T” lll4.v x)IIIw G C,(T), T> 0. (5.2) 
In order to complete the program outlined in Remark (1.21), it is still 
necessary for us to investigate when A(T) is non-degenerate. Our 
investigation will rely on an analysis of Eq. (4.15). 
(5.3) LEMMA. Let Uk:[O,aQxO+RN@RN, l<k<d, and 
V: [0, 00) x 0 + RN @ RN be bounded progressively measurable functions. 
Then there is precisely one progressively measurable X.[O, 00) X 
0 + RN @ RN satisfying 
x(T) = I+ i jr Uk(t) X(t) d@,(t) + jr V(t) X(t) dt, T> 0. (5.4) 
k=l 0 0 
Furthermore, X(.) is (a.s., 7P’J non-singular and X(a))’ is the unique 
progressively measurable Y: [0, 00) x 0 + RN @ RN satisfying 
Y(T) = I - i jr Y(t) Uk(t) d&(t) 
k=l 0 
+ Y(t) Uk(t)* - Y(t) V(t) T> 0. (5.5) 
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In particular, if X(s, t) = X(t) X(s) ’ for 0 < s < t, then (s, t) + X(s, 1) is 
continuous (a.s., SF”) andfor each s > 0, X(s, . V s) is uniquely determined 6-y 
X(s, T) = I + ,f jT Uk(t) X(s, t) de,(t) + Jr V(f) X(s, t (dt, 
k=l s s 
T> s. 
(5.6) 
ProoJ The existence and uniqueness of solutions to (5.4) and (5.5) are 
easy consequences of elementary Ito theory. Moreover, if Z(t) =X(t) Y(t), 
then Z(.) satisfies: 
Z(T) = I + ,f jT (Uk(t) Z(t) - Z(t) Uk(f)) d6Qt) 
k=l 0 
+ (z(t) &(t)* - &(l)* z(t)) + v(t) z(t) - z(t) v(t) df 
for T>, 0. Since this equation has only one solution and the identity is a 
solution, we conclude that Z(T) = I, T > 0. Finally, it is trivial to verify that 
X(s, . V s) satisfies (5.6) and is determined by this equation. Q.E.D. 
Define Sk, B, and a as in Corollary (4.13) and define X(-) = X(-, X) by 
T s,(t, X(t)> x(t) de,(t) + jT B(t, X(f)) X(t)dt, 
0 
T>O, (5.7) 
Using (4.15) and the standard variation of parameters technique, we arrive 
at: 
A(T) = jT X(s, T) a@, x(s)) X(s, r>* ds, T>.o, (5.8) 
0 
where X(s, t) = X(t) X(s)-‘, 0 < s < t. 
These considerations already allow us to draw some interesting 
conclusions. Indeed, suppose that a(.) 2 EZ for some E > 0. Then from (5.8) 
we obtain 
A(T)-’ <&jr (X(s, 7+)X@, T)*)-’ ds, 
0 
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since one can show that the inverse of a convex combination of symmetric 
positive definite matrices is dominated by the convex combination of their 
inverses. From this it is a rather simple matter to conclude that for each 
pE [l, co) there is a C, < co such that Il(detA(T)-‘II,,,, < C,T-NI2. 
Hence, by Remark (1.21), we see that for T > 0 the distribution of x(T) 
under ?7 admits a bounded Holder continuous density. Before carrying out 
such a line of reasoning in detail, we first improve (5.2) in order to sharpen 
our final estimates. 
(5.9) LEMMA. For each p E [ 1, 03) there is a C,, depending only on 
sup,&@, .)IIC~(R~ V IW 411c~cRN,~ such that 
and 
max II ~bO’N4m < C, T1”, O<T<l. (5.12) 1 CI<N 
Proof. To prove (5.10), note that from (5.8) we have: 
f IITra44T)IlLp,m < f j’ II TracV@, T) 4s x(s)) W, T)*)llLpcm ds 
0 
where A = SUP~~,~, II46 x>llop- At th e same time, if Y(s, t) = X(s, t) X(s, t)*, 
t > s, then from (5.6): 
Y(s, T) = I+ i jr Is& x(O), Us, 01 d4(4 
k=l s 
+ jr (WC x(q), w, 01 s 
d 
+ c (s,(h X(t)> y(s, f> sk(f, x(t))*) dr 
k=l 
(5.13) 
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for T> s. Using the fact that if KERN 0 RN and ME RN@ RN is 
symmetric and non-negative definite then Trace(KM) < II K llop Trace(M), we 
see from (5.13) that 
Trace( Y(s, 7’)) = N + i 1’ yk(t) Trace( Y(s, t)) de,(t) 
1 s 
+ 
I 
“‘P(t) Trace( Y(s, t)) dt, T> s, 
where the yk(.) and /?(.) are bounded progressively measurable functions 
which can be bounded in terms of SUP~>~ [la(t, .)llc;cRN, V II&t, *)llc~cR.kj. 
Thus : 
Trace Y(s, T) = N exp ~/q(f) de,(t) + j* Ga(t> - l/2 5 d(f)> df ; 
0 k=l I 
and so for each p E [ 1, co) there is a B, < co depending only on 
supt>o II4G *)llc~(RN v II w *K&R”1 such that: 
II ,:yzT Trace(Ws, T> X(s, T)*)llLacm ,< N8D(T-s), T>s. (5.14) 
Combining this with the preceding, we now see that: 
I/Trace A(T)(lLpo <ANTflpT, pi [l,co) and T>O. (5.15) 
Since IA,,,(T)I < (A,,(T) + A,,(T))/2, we have now proved (5.10). 
Turning to (5.1 l), observe that: 
(x,(Th A(T)m,n) = 5 j* [(x,(t), is,@), A(t)},,,) + (6(t), A(t),,,,)] dek@) 
k=l 0 
+ i ((x,(f), (sk(f)A(t) sk(f>*>,,,) 
k=l 
+ (a:(f>, ~sk(f),A(t)~,,,) 
+ a:(t)(sk(f),A(t)},,,)l 4 
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where S,(t) = S,(t, x(f)), u(t) = o(t, x(t)), B(t) = B(t, x(t)), a(t) = a@, x(t)), 
and b(t) = b(t, x(t)). Thus, if Y,(f) = (x,,(f) = (x,,W~A(%,~.~) for 
p E ({ l,..., N))3, then 
where the yi(.)‘s an fik(.)‘s are progressively measurable functions satisfying 
the following bounds: 
max 
l$yd IPk(.)l < K(Trace(A(-)))*, , 
I/3”(.)\ < K(Trace(A (s)) + (Trace A (-))‘), 
where K < co depends only on sup,>, ]]a(& e)]lcgCRN, V ]]b(f, .)]]ceCRN). Since 
from the equation above plus Burkholder’s inequality 
Ew[I Y,,(W’l < CpEw [ (jo= g, (F YE(t) Y”W + Pxo)) z)p”] 
,+ CDEV T Y%) Y,(t) + P’(r)) dt i”] 
for each p E [2, co), we see that if F(e) = (C, YW(-)2)1’2 then for each 
p E [2, co) there is a K, ( co, depending only on the K above, such that: 
&?[I F(T)lp] < K,(P”-’ jT E”[I F((t)l”] dt 
0 
+ P”- ’ 
I 
’ E9”[ (Trace@ (I)))‘“] dt 
0 
I 
T 
+P-* Eve[ (Trace@ (t)) + (Trace(A(t)))‘)P] dt), 
0 
T>O. 
Hence, by (5.15), we now see that for p E [2, co) there exist A, < co and 
B, < co, depending only on SUP~>~ ]]o(t, -)]lcgcRN, V IIb(t, -)I(C;CRNj, such that: 
’ II ~VIILw-, <A, c II ~(OllLw, dt + B, Tzp, O<T<l. 0 
Clearly (5.11) follows from this plus Gromwall’s inequality. 
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To prove (5.12), we start from 
i,p(x(T)) = JT [Lqa(t, x(t))) - l/2@, x(f))] &I(t) 
0 
.T 
+ 
J 
;“(b(t, x(t)) dr, T>O, 
0 
from which we see that there exist progressively measurable functions yf(.), 
0 < k < d and 1 < I< N, and pk(.), 0 < k < d, satisfying: 
max ]Pk(a)] < K(1 + Trace(A(.))), 
I<k<d 
and 
IP”(.>l ,<KTrace(A(-)), 
;ly K < 00 depends only on SUP,>~ I14tl .)lICi(R~ V II b(ty -)ihg~~~ s~h 
Proceeding as in the preceding paragraph, we derive from this that for each 
p E [2, co) there exist A, < co and B, < co, with the same dependence as K, 
such that 
Thus (5.12) is proved. Q.E.D. 
(5.13) THEOREM. Let 1 < M Q N be gioen and set A&f, x) = 
wm.n(~~x)))*,m,n,N and Ao,)(f, x) = det(A,,,(t, x)). Assume that jbr some 
pE(M,oo),O<T<l,andv>O: 
11 l/b,,(T, x)llwm < HP T-“. (5.14) 
Then the distribution Pk!“‘(x, .) ofx(,,(T, x) = (x,(T, x),..., x,(T, x)) admits 
a density p$!‘(x, .) E c(R”“) which is Hlilder continuous with exponent 
(1 -M/p) and constant depending only on p, H, and 
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suptao II@7 ‘)IlC&R~~ ” IIb(4 ‘NC&P)* Moreover, there is a C c co depending 
only on p, H,, and SUP,>~ II @t, .)llc;cR,2, V II WY .)/Ic~cRst~ such that 
II PT(-% *)II, G CT-wY (5.15) 
where 
p=M[(u+ l/2-M)V2(v-M)VO]. (5.16) 
ProoJ Throughout the proof we will neglect to mention the initial point 
XE RN. 
By (1.15) if F E Cp(R”), then: 
with 
where AI:;“‘(T) denotes the (m, n)th-cofactor of AC,,(T). Set q = (M + p)/2. 
We want to estimate ]I Iy,(T)](LpCw). 
Take a = p/q and define j3 by l//I = l/2( 1 - l/a). Then, by Holder’s ine- 
quality: 
In deriving the second to last line, we have used (5.11) and (5.12). 
Next, observe that 
Since (x,( 7’), A Iz;“‘m/4M,m is a finite linear combination of terms 
having the form 
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we can apply the technique just used above to obtain: 
II(xn(T), AIZ;“‘(T>)/d(,,(~ll,,,, < CTZTM-*T-” 
< CT-*‘“-b’f’. 
where C < co has the desired dependence. By essentially the same argument: 
Combining the preceding estimates, we arrive at 
Thus, if v,,,: RM -+ R’ is defined so that w,(x(&,,(T)) = EW[ ym I c(x(M,(T))] 
(a.s., ?V’), then 
II V,IILW$Y-M’~X, .)) G II YnllL~~rn G CT-U’M, O<T<l. 
At the same time 
I 
RM$ (Y> p;“?“‘(xY dY) = j F(Y) V,(Y) e”‘(xY dY) 
m RM 
for all FE CF(R*). Hence, by Lemma (1.18), the theorem has been proved. 
Q.E.D. 
(5.17) LEMMA. Let U,(.), 1 <k,< d, V(.), and X(.) be as in 
Lemma (5.3). Then there exist constants K < 00, 6 > 0, and 1 > 0, 
depending only on the bounds on the U,J.))s and V(a), such that: 
W( sup 
T,<S<Tl 
[IX@, T,) -I Ilop > 2p/( 1 -p)) < Ke-Ap2’(r2-Tl’ 
forpE(O,l)andO<T,<T,<T,+&. 
Proof: Set X,,(.) = X(T,, .). Then X(s, T,) = X,,(T,) X,,(s)-’ and 
&,@-I = I+ 5 jr U,N &,W dM> + j* W&,(4 & 
k=l T, TI 
T> T,. 
Thus, without loss of generality, we will assume that T, = 0. 
Next, set Y(t) = I-X(t). Assuming that 11 Y(s&, V II Y(t)ll,, < p < 1, we 
have: 
X(s)- 1 = I + 1 (Y(s))” 
I 
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and 
and so in particular: 
Thus: 
To complete the proof, set r = inf{t > 0: 11X(t) - IJ(H.S. > p}. Clearly, 
“r 6uPo<s<t IL@) -Ill ,,.S. >P> = o~WW A r> - ZII,.,. > ~1. Note that 
X(tAr)=Z+ 5 I ’ zr,(s) de,(s) + j’ p(s) ds, k=l 0 0 
where the ok(.))s and p(e) s are bounded in terms of the uk(.))s and V(a)‘& 
respectively. Hence if 6 > 0 is chosen so that 6 sup, 11 P(s)[[~.~. = l/2, then 
for t < 6~: 
“r/llW v 7) -ill,.,. >P> <ST &c(s) d&(s) liH.s. > P/2) 
< K exp(-Ap*/t). Q.E.D. 
(5.18) THEOREM. Let 1 < M < N and assume that acMJ(.) > EZ for some 
E > 0, where a,,,(t, a) = ((a&t, .))))l<m,n4M. Then for 0 < T< 1, the 
distribution f$?(x, .) of X(~)(T) s (x,(T),...,xM(T)) under W admits a 
density pi”‘(x, .) E e(R”) which is H6lder continuous with every exponent 
strictly less than 1. Furthermore, there exists a C < 00 depending only on E 
and sw~o I14tv 911c~cRn? V 11 b(t, .)llcicRN, such that II P$~.“‘(x, *>[I, < CT-“12, 
0 < T < 1. Finally, for Jixed 0 < T < 1 and a E (0, l), the a-HGlder constant 
of p’,“‘(x, .), is dominated by a quantity depending only on E and 
SuPtao II+, .)llcjc.w V II W, .)Ilc~cw. 
580/44/2-9 
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Proof: In view of Theorem (5.13), all that we need to prove is that (in 
the notation of Theorem (5.13)): 11 l/dCrMj(T)IILPCM < H,, TpM, 0 < T < 1 and 
p E [ 1, co), where H, < co depends only on E and suptao Ilo(t, *)I/C;(R,j V 
II WY *Nc~cw, *
Let 
and choose p E (0, l/2) so that /14p/( 1 - p)’ < a/2. Given 0 < T < 1, define 
[=sup{6~ [O,T]:IIX(s,T)-Zll,~2p/(l-p) for all SE [T-&T]}. By 
Lemma 5.17), there exist K < co, 6, > 0, and A > 0, depending only on 
SUP,>~ IIc$t, *)I(CbcR.y V IIb(t, .)llc~~Rq~ such that for 6 < TA (&PI: 
W([ < 6) < K exp(-@*/6). Hence ]I l/<“II,,,, < K, TmM, 0 < T ,< 1 and 
p E [ 1, 00)~ where Kp depends only on sup,,, II 4~ * )Ilce(R*) V II b(f, *)lIc~w~). 
At the same time: 
,&,,(T) = I ,’ (X(s, 7’) a(& x(s))x(s, T)*)w, ds 
T 2 I (X(s, T) a(s, x(s)) a T)*h4, ds T--l 
Hence the required estimate on (I l/ACMj(T)I]LPCW follows. Q.E.D. 
(5.19) Remarks. Two technical comments about the hypotheses in 
Theorem (5.18) are in order. In the first place, the restriction that T be less 
than 1 is clearly inessential: the same conclusions hold for TE (0, To] for 
every To < co. Secondly, we do not need three spatial derivatives of u and 6. 
Indeed, since all of our estimates depend only on two derivatives, two 
derivatives suffice. The proof is immediate from what we already have plus 
an easy limit argument. 
(5.20) Remark. It is gratifying that our estimate on I] p’,“‘(x, .)[I, is in 
terms on TeM12, which is precisely what one would suspect to be the correct 
behavior of ]( p’,“‘(x, .)[I, near 0. One should also expect that p$“)(~,y)(~) 
satisfies an appropriate lower bound. Such an estimate is well-known from 
the classical parametrix method when M = N (cf. [2]). In the present case, 
the best that I have been able to show is that pk”‘(x, y(,,) > 0 for yo,) in a 
dense open subset of R”. This last observation is an easy application of the 
results in [ 131. 
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(5.21) Remark. By combining the ideas used in this section with those 
developed by Watenabe (cf. [6]) one can prove the following variant of 
Theorem (5.18). Let L be given in Hiirmander’s form; that is, 
L = s’; Xi + X0, where X0,..., X, are Cr(RN) vector fields on RN. Assume 
that a/ax, IX,..., a/ax, Ix E Lie(X, ,..., X,)(x) for all x E RN and let P(T, x, e) 
denote the transition probability function for the diffusion generated by L. 
Then if PcM’(7’, x, .) denotes the marginal distribution under P”“‘(T, x, .) of 
coordinates 1 through M, PyT, x, *) admits a density 
p@“‘(T x, .) E 6(R”) and p”““(T,x, .) has the smoothness properties 
described in Theorem (5.18). Moreover, ]]p”“‘(T,x, .)]I < CT-“, 0 < T< 1, 
where v > 0 can be estimated in terms of M and the number of Lie 
operations required to generate a/ax, ,..., a/ax,,, from X, ,..., X,. 
6. HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES 
We continue with the notation described at the beginning of Section 5. 
Our goal is to produce a sizeable class F LX(Y) with the following 
closure properties: 
(i) if N > 1, F E CF(RN), and @r ,..., GN E F’, then 
FO@E‘Y, (6.1) 
(ii) if @ E F’, then Y(a) E 5’. 
Clearly, (i) and (ii) imply that for all @, YE F: (@, Y) E .F. 
Let D > 1 and V: [0, co) x RD + RD be given. We will say that V(a) is 
lower triangular with respect to the grading {D,}FzO if V(e) is measurable, 
O=D, < ... (D,=D, and 
E Rdl x a.. x RdM, t>O and XERD, 
where Xcrrj = (X, ,..., X,,,), d,, = D, - D,- r, and V&t, .) E (C”“(RDu))dy, 
t > 0, has the property that for each a E (~9”)~~ there is a C, < co and a 
Y, 2 0 such that Y, = 0 when maxDb-l<j<Dr a/> ' and 
sup00 IQ?,,, V,& X,,,I G Cd1 + Kr)DYn XhI E R r- 
Given (I: [0, co) x RD -+ RD 0 Rd and b: [0, co) x RD + RD, we say that 
(a(.), b(e)) is a lower triangular system of coefficients if the column vector 
fields (u;(.),..., IT;(.) and the vector field b(.) are simultaneously lower 
triangular with respect to some common grading. 
(6.2) THEOREM. Let (u(.), b(.)) be a lower triangular system of coef- 
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Jicients and let E0 E RD be given. Then there is a unique progressively 
measurable E: [0, 00) x 0 -+ RD satisfying 
E(T) = 8, + j= a(t, E(t)) de(t) + jr b(t, E(t)) dt, T> 0. (6.3) 
0 0 
Furthermore, Z(T) E (X’(i2p))D, T> 0, T-, (E(T), ((E(T), E(T))), 
Y(E)(T))) is continuous (as., m, and 111 +Z(.)[[[@),r < co for all T > 0 and 
p E [4, 03). Finally, there is a lower triangular system (d(.), f?(.)) and a 
8, E RD x RD2 x RD such that 
g(T) = 4, + jr ;(t, g(t)) d@(t) + jar &t, g(t)) dt, T> 0, 
0 
(6.4) 
where 
Proof. Using Theorem (4.11) and working by induction on M, we see 
that it is sufficient to check (under the assumptions that B(T) E (~(LY))~, 
T> 0, and that lll~t~)lII~p,,T < co, T> 0 and p E [4, co)) that g(-) is given 
by (6.4) with (G’(.), 8(.)) being a lower triangular system. The checking of 
this fact entails a certain amount of bookkeeping. 
Set 2’) = (X D,-, + 1 )--*) x D,m,+d,)y 1 <cl GM and write 
a”‘(t, XC’)) a(& X) = 
dyt, x(0.., X(M)) 
E (Rd’ x . . . x Rd~)@ Rd 
and 
b(t, X) = 
b”‘(t, x(l)) 
b”‘)(t, x$.., xtM)) 
ERd’ x . . . xRd~ 
for XERD. (W e are, of course, assuming that (D,}~=o is the grading for 
(a(-), b(e)).) Using the convention that (m’, n’) < (m, n) if m’ < m or if 
m’ = m and n’ < n, set y(LLV”’ = (yl’;;t;‘,..., yi;;;:,,,) E Rdu.dl, for 1 <p, v < M 
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and let Yc,,,, = (y(‘*‘),..., ycrrq”)) E RD~‘DL.. Also, set .z(“) = (zy’,..., z$‘) E Rdu 
and Zcej = (z(‘),..., z(“)) for 1 < ,u < M. Finally, define 
and 
Xy$$;'. 
where Y = YtM,Mj. Then the system (6(.), &.)) given by 
qt; x; Y; Z) = 
CFyx; Y(,*,)) 
b”‘(X, Y; Z(l)) 
IPyX; t; Z(,)) 
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and 
F(t; x; y; Z) = 
’ b(“(X(,,) ’ 
b’“‘ih,,) 
byx; Y(,,,)) 
iw’,, Y(, M)) ’ 
P(Z y; Z(i)) 
c P’(x; i; Z(,)), 
where Z = ZcM), is lower triangular. Moreover, using (4.9) and (4.7), one 
can easily check hat g(.) satisfies (6.3) with this choice of (C(a), &$a)) and 
E. 
g= 0 . 
ii 0 
Q.E.D. 
We now define .Yi to be the set of all @: 0 + R’ such that there exist 
D> 1, .Z,, E RD, a lower triangular system (o(.), b(.)), and T> 0 with the 
property that @ = B,(T), where .Y(.) is the progressively measurable 
solution to (6.3). Using Ito’s formula, one can easily check that F posseses 
property (i) of (6.1); and using Theorem (6.2), one sees that F has property 
(ii) of (6.1). Let .Y be the set of @ for which there exists a sequence { Qn}y g 
,%A such that @,, + @ in L4(SY) and lim,_, supnam /I@(@,)- 
w%)llLs(~ = 0 for every q E (2, co) and k > 1. Note that F again has 
properties (i) and (ii) of (6.1).Moreover, for @E .FaO+ with l/@ E ny L4(V), 
(6.5) THEOREM. Suppose that @ = (@J1 )...) (PN) E (.F)” 
A = det(((@, @))) and p = WO @-I. If l/A E n;U L”(m, then 
density f E @(RN). 
and set 
,u admits a 
Proof: Let &, 1 < k < N, be defined as in (1.16) relative - to @; and 
define $ Y =Zk(lylA) for Y E.R’(P). Given an a E (.A’^)“, set 
@a) = (CX;)ul o . . . o (pN)n~. Using induction, we see that for any 
FE C;(RN): 
f 
D*F d,u = (-1)‘“’ EY[ (F 0 @) yl(n’], 
RN 
where y/(n) = ,poca’( 1) E .R (9). Hence we obtain 
jRN D”F dp = (-1)‘“’ 1 Fy/‘“’ dp, F E c&N), (6.6) 
RN 
where v/@‘: RN -+ R ’ satisfies: vCa) 0 @ = Ew[ !P”) 1 CJ(@-‘(~~,~))]. In 
particular, II @) /ILs(,) < II Pa) lILsc~ < 03 for all a E XN and 1 < q < 00. 
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From Lemma (1.18), (6.6) with ( cz = 1 already implies that p admits a 
density fE C(RN). Moreover, (6.6) is equivalent to the statement D”f = tqcalf 
in the sense of distributions. But 11 v/(n)fllL4(R4 < Ilf II:- Vp I( I#~) I(L4(uj ( co. 
Thus D”f E L4(RN) for all a E (~ I”‘)” and 1 < q < co. In particular, the 
standard Sobolev embedding theorem implies thatfE @(RN). Q.E.D. 
7. SOME APPLICATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES 
Again we work with the notation introduced at the beginning of Section 5. 
Let a:RN+RN@RN and b: RN-RN be P-functions satisfying 
IIDaall,, V IID”bl(, < co for all Ial > 1 (cf. Remark (7.8) below). Given 
x E RN, let x(+,x) denote the solution to 
x(T,x)=x+ jr 4x(& x)) d&> + jrb(x(& xl>df, T>O. (7.1) 
0 0 
Then the distribution P(T, X, a) of x(T, x) under W is the transition 
probability function for the diffusion whose quasi-generator is 
L = l/2 5 a”(x) 
ij= 1 
&+ i: b’(x)-$ 
1 J i=l i 
(7.2) 
where a(.) = aa*( Thus far we have been using he Malliavin calculus to 
study P(T, x, a) as a function of the “forward variable.” We are now going to 
refine the results already obtained about the “forward variable” as well as 
show how the Malliavin calculus can be used to study the “backward 
variable.” However, before we can discuss the “backward variable,” it will 
be necessary to review some facts about x(7’, x) as a function of x E RN. 
Most of what we need to recall are facts that have been more or less well- 
known for some time (cf. [3]). Recently several authors have provided more 
rigorous treatments than the original authors. For a treatment that is closest 
to what is required here, the reader may want to look at the exposition of the 
ideas of Kunita [7] as presented in [ 151. 
The central fact which we need is the existence of a 
<: [ 0, co) x RN X 0 + RN such that: r(., x) is progressively measurable for 
each x E RN; <(r, .) E Cm(RN) for all T > 0 (as., 2P’); (T, x) --, 0,*&T, x) is 
continuous (a.s., %J’) for each a E Xv; and r(., x) = x(., x) (a.s., ‘29’) for 
each x E RN. An essential ingredient in the proof of the existence of c(s) is 
the observation that for every m > 0 the vector &)(., x) = 
{ D”<(., x): 1 a] < m} solves a stochastic integral equation in which the coef- 
ficients are a lower triangular system when the entries of ECmj(., x) are 
ordered so that D”<(.,x) precedes D4<(.,x) if (a) < I/?] and the grading is 
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taken according to /aI. In particular, D,“r(T, x) E .% for a E .A “, T > 0, and 
XERN. 
(7.3) LEMMA. Given FE Cr(R”), set u,(T, x) = J F(y) P(T, x, dy), 
(T, x) E [O, co) x RN. Then u, E C”O([O, ro) x R”). Moreover, for each 
a E (~,Y)” there exist polynomials {P,,., : p < a} such that: 
(.P,“u,)(T x) = z: E”[(D‘%(r, xl) P,,d&,(T, x),1 (7.4) 
D<n 
for all T& 0, x E RN, and FE Cp(RN). 
Proof: The proof of (7.4) is a simple application of the chain rule. Once 
one has (7.4), the differentiability of uF with respect to T follows from 
i3u&T = u,, T > 0. Q.E.D. 
Lemma (7.3) simply says that, so long as u(a) and b(.) are smooth, 
smooth initial data are taken into smooth functions by the diffusion 
semigroup determined by L. Obviously, one can expect no better statement 
without imposing non-degeneracy assumptions on L. The next theorem 
provides an example of the sort of statement that one can prove using the 
Malliavin calculus when sufficient non-degeneracy is assumed. 
(7.4) THEOREM. For 1 ,<M<iV, set&,)(.,x)= (<,(.,x) ,..., tM(.,x)) and 
At,&., x) = det(((&,,(~, xl, &,,,( . , xl))). IL for SOme T > 0 and x E RN, 
l/d(,,,,(T, x) E n;13LP(W), then for every k > 0 there is a C, < co such that 
max jD,“u,(T, x)1 < C, max{jlDDFIJ,: ID\ < kand P, = 1.. = p, = 01, (7.5) 
112 <k 
for all FE CF(RN), where u,(T, x) E ( F(y) P(T, x, dy). Moreover, if 
l/d,,,(T,x) E n? Lp(W) for all (T,x) E (T,, T,) X U, where 0 < T, < T, 
and U c RN is bounded and open, and if 
for all p E [ 1, oo), then the C, in (7.5) can be chosen independent 
of (T, 4 E (T,, 7’2) x U. In particular, if FE B(RN) satisfies 
f’k,, 3 .) E Cr(RN-“‘) for all 
SUP,,,,,$RM 11 F(x,,)* ‘&,CR-) < co 
xtM) sl (x1 ,..., X,) E RM and 
for k > 0, then UF E 
Cp((T,, TJ x V) and au,/aT= Lu, in (T,, T,) x U. 
Proof. Set A (T, x) = ((r( T, x), r( T, x))) and let A &“(T, x) denote the 
(k, 1)th cofactor of ((&(T, x), &,(T, x))). Given FE CF(RN), we have 
(F(t(T x)), C,(T, ~1) = ’ aF (<(T* Xl) Aj,(T, X). 
J*, axj 
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Hence, for 1 < k GM: 
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-5 (F(W, xl>, r,v, x))‘#‘(T, x) = &,(T xl g (<(T, x>> /=I k 
+F 
j=M+ 1 
’ A{!$ (T>x)Aj,(TYx)) g (t(T3x)). 
1% 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem (1.14) we now see that for 
l<k<Mand Y/E%: 
= EW[F(&T, x)) 5Yo Y] + 
1 
) (7.6) 
j=M+ 1 
where .R, and .C#M+ I ,..., 2YN map 25 linearly into .F. 
Starting with (7.4) and making repeated applications of (7.6), we arrive at 
(7.5) by a simple induction argument. 
The remainder of the theorem is an easy consequence of (7.5) once one 
has noticed that the stated assumptions provide uniform estimates on the 
quantities appearing on the right hand sides of (7.4) and (7.6). Q.E.D. 
Another application of the same sort is the following theorem about 
P(T,x, *I. 
(7.7) THEOREM. Suppose that l/d,&‘, x) E ny Lp(mfor all (T, x) E 
(T, , T,) x U, where 0 < T, < T, and U is an open set in RN. Assume that for 
each P E [ 1, 0~)) II l/4& x)lltp(~ is uniformly bounded for (T, x) in 
compact subsets of (T, , T2) X U. Then for each (T, x) E (T, , T,) X U the 
distribution PcM’(T, x, .) of tcM,(T, x) under V admits a density 
pcM’(T, x, .) E f(R”) and pcM’ E C”((T,, T2) X U X R”). 
Proof. Using (7.6) we see that for any a E (J’)” and FE C,“(R”): 
0,” 1 F(Y) P’“‘V, xv dv) = Ew[F(t(T, x)) y/,(T, x)], RM 
where (T, X) E (T,, T,) X U+ !Pa(T, x) E .Y is continuous (a.s., ZV’). 
Replacing F by Dg F, p E o”, and proceeding as in Theorem (1.14), we 
arrive at 
0,” 
1 
(D4F)(y) PtM’(T, x, dy) = (-1)‘4’ EY[F(<(T, x)) ‘P&T, x)], 
RM 
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where (T, x) E (T, , T,) X U-t ‘y,,,(T, x) E .Z is continuous (a.s. X ). Thus 
0,” lRM (DbF)(y) PcM’(T, X, dy) = (-1)“’ 1 &“) w&r, x, Y> p’.“‘(T, x3 &) 
R.M 
for all a E (.N“)“, p E (L ,9-y, and (r, x) E (T, , T,) X U, where 
~,,~(7’, x, .) E fly L4(PM’(T, x, .)). In particular, by Lemma (1.18) 
P(“‘)(T, x, .) admits a density p”“‘(T, x, .) E e(R”) for all (T, x) E 
CT,, T,) x u. 
Given a E (J!“)~, define (T, x)-+ A,(T, x) E 2’(R”) by 
Then 
4(T, x)(F) = D,* I F(Y) P’YT, x, dy). RM 
D;(A,(T x)) = v,& x, .h+““(T, x, .> E 6 L’(R”). 
1 
Hence, by the Sobolev embedding theory, /1,(/T, x) =pL?(T, x, a) E C?(P). 
Furthermore, one can easily check that for each k > 0 11 &‘)(T, x, .)llcgcRM, is 
uniformly bounded for (T, x) in compact subsets of (T, , r,) x U. 
Now choose p E CF(R”) so that jR,,,p(y) dy = 1 and set 
p,(y) = P’p(y/~), E > 0. Define 
Then 
~(T,x’y)=L:u,(T,x,Y). ?I> 1 
and for (T, x) E (T, , T,) x U: 
D;D;u,(T, x, Y) = j- PAY - MD; ~hj%T> x, 0 4 
VRM 
Combining these and letting E \ 0, we conclude that p”” E 
P((T,, T,) X U x R”). Q.E.D. 
(7.8) Remark. There is no particular reason for our not letting u and b 
depend on time as well as space. Indeed, with only minor modifications, the 
results of this section continue to hold for coefficients a(r, x) and b(t, x) 
satisfying supDGrGT IID;a(t, .)I[, V (IDFb(t, .)[I, < co for all T > 0 and 
Ial > 1. 
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